Dear Parent/Carer

**Science Examinations in May**

As you may be aware, your son is currently working on his controlled assessment in Science. This accounts for 25% of each GCSE and can have a significant impact on the final grades achieved.

In order to be successful in Triple Science, we would expect students to be achieving a minimum A grade in all three subjects by the end of year 10 in both controlled assessment and examinations.

In order to ensure that your son continues to follow the most appropriate Science course, we will shortly be setting examinations across all three subjects to assess your son’s current progress. These examinations will take place in normal Science lessons in the final week of Term 5. Your son’s Science teachers will set revision tasks to assist in preparation for these assessments.

It is essential that your son prepares revision notes and reviews work done in Year 9 and 10. Support is always available on an informal basis after school within the Science Department.

If you have any questions or would like to discuss this matter further, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Miss Wilson

Head of Science

(patricia.wilson@cgsb.co.uk)